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WOODEN WASH EXPERIENCE 

Exquisite ideas and award-winning wooden washbasins come from the Paul Neumann 

joinery in Olsberg in the Sauerland region. The joinery recently won the "Red Dot Design 

Award 2018" for the CONE INVI wooden washbasin. We are of course proud that the 

selected designer wooden washbasin is treated with "OLI-NATURA HS 2C Profiöl". 

CONE INVI breaks with the materials commonly used for washbasins: its body consists of a machined part 

of a tree trunk. This characteristic piece of wood is carried by a robust, black painted steel module. The 

drain, also made of black steel, was milled into the natural growth pattern. It fits perfectly into the annual 

rings of the tree. 

The natural aesthetics are complemented by a practical insert that can be planted. "This makes every 

wooden washbasin of the CONE INVI series unique - in appearance, shape and size. It is planned and 

manufactured individually for each customer", says Heiko Neumann, Managing Director of the joinery. 

He recently won the "Red Dot Design Award 2018" with CONE INVI. The wooden washbasin impressed 

the Red Dot jury with its high individuality and its well thought-out construction, which gives also for the 

nature an effective and stylish space in the bathroom ambience.  

Washbasins made of this natural material are already proving to be extremely compatible with the element 

of water. The washbasins differ in the solid wood used: oak, thermo-ash and accoya. These wood species 

are naturally very resistant, have antibacterial properties and are moisture-regulating.  

The surface of the CONE INVI series is treated with "OLI-NATURA HS 2K Profiöl", which makes water 

run off easily. At the same time, it highlights the natural grain of the wood and deepens its characteristic 

colour. This gives the surface a particularly authentic appearance and also sets the stage for the washbasin. 

 

 



 

 
Title: Heiko Neumann's CONE INVI washbasin has received the Red Dot Design Award 2018   

 
Title: The surface of the award-winning wooden washbasin was treated with OLI-NATURA HS 2C Profiöl 



 

 

 

 

Bildnachweis der Fotos: Tischlerei Neumann 

 
Tischler/Designer: Heiko Neumann, Tischlerei Paul Neumann, 59939 Olsberg, www.waschbecken-

aus-Holz.de  
 

ABOUT US: Oli Lacke GmbH is a future-oriented German company that develops, produces and sells ecological high-quality 

lacquers, stains, oils and waxes for the professional sector. The core competences of our company are modern lacquers for 

the entire range of craftsman-made and semi-industrial wooden interiors. The OLI-NATURA Oils & Waxes Trademark was 

launched in 1997. Today, the NATURA section is producing a full range of natural oils and waxes for crafted woodwork as well 

as for the industrial sector. With these strong brands for surface protection, Oli offers a full range of products for the professional 

trade, craftsen and the industrial sector. 

CONTACT: Oli Lacke GmbH Bahnhofstraße 22, 09244 Lichtenau, Germany Fon: 49 (0) 37208 / 84-0 I Fax: 49 (0) 37208 / 84-

382 E-Mail: info@oli-lacke.de I web: www.oli-lacke.de 
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